Let T be a bounded linear operator from Li(G, A) into Li(f!,7, P), where (G, A) is a compact abelian metric group with its Haar measure, and (f2, 7, P) is a probability space. Let (ßw) be the random measure on G associated to T; that is, T/(oj) = fG f(t) dpu(t) for each / in Li(G).
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ABSTRACT. Let T be a bounded linear operator from Li(G, A) into Li(f!,7, P), where (G, A) is a compact abelian metric group with its Haar measure, and (f2, 7, P) is a probability space. Let (ßw) be the random measure on G associated to T; that is, T/(oj) = fG f(t) dpu(t) for each / in Li(G).
We show that, unlike the ideals of representable and Kalton operators, there is no subideal B of M(G) such that T is completely continuous if and only if ßu> G B for almost u> in Q. We actually exhibit a noncompletely continuous operator T such that ßu G Í2+e(G) for each e > 0.
I. Random measures associated
to operators on h\. Let K be a separable compact Hausdorff space, A a Radon probability on K and (U, f,P) a probability space. Denote by M(K) the space of all Radon measures on K. We will call random measure on K every measurable map w -+ p^ from (Ü, 7, P) into M(K) when M(K) is equipped with the cr-field generated by the o(M(K), C(K)) topology.
The starting point of this paper is the following disintegration theorem established by Kalton [3] and Fakhoury [2] .
(a) If T is a bounded linear operator from Lx(K, X) into Li(fi, 7, P), then there exists an essentially unique random measure (pj) verifying the following properties:
(i) Each / in Lx(K, X) belongs to Lx(K, \p^\) for P almost all uj.
(ii) Tf(w) = ¡K f(t) dpu(t) for P almost all w. (iii) / |/ij dP(u) <M-X, where M = ||T||.
(b) Conversely, every random measure (pu) verifying (i) and (iii) defines uniquely an operator T from Lx(K, X) into Li(fi, 7, P) verifying (ii).
One can easily see that the lattice properties of the operators are compatible with the lattice properties of the random measures associated to them; that is, if T = T+ -T~ is the canonical decomposition of T into its positive and negative parts, then T+ and T~ are given by the random measures (p+) and (p~) associated to (pu) by the Hahn-decomposition.
This representation allows us to associate to each order ideal B in M(G) an order ideal of operators Zb(Lx(K),Lx(ïï)) in £(Li,Li) via the formula T e Lb iff M« e B for almost all w.
In this paper, we investigate whether a reasonable order ideal of operators V in C(Lx,Lx) can be characterized in terms of its associated random measures belonging in a suitable order ideal in M(K).
A positive answer was given by Fakhoury [2] in the case of the space of representable operators (i.e. the operators T such that there exists a Bochner integrable function ip: K -> Li (f2) with Tf -fK f ■ ip(t)dX(t) for ail / in Lx(K). Fakhoury shows that T is representable if and only if pu is absolutely continuous with respect to A for almost all u) ■ (ftu G Mac(K))-Moreover, Kalton [3] proved that an operator T in £(Lx(K),Lx(ft)) does not preserve a nontrivial projection band of Lx(K) (T is a non-Kalton operator) if and only if for almost all w, pu is a continuous measure on K (p^ G MC(K)).
Several subideals of M(K) can be defined if one assumes that K is a compact abelian group G. For instance, let MSC(G) be the space of strongly continuous measures on G: these are the bounded regular Borel measures p on G such that \p\(g + H) = 0 for all g in G, and all closed subgroups H oî G such that G/H is infinite. Let Mo(G) be the ideal of measures whose Fourier transforms go to zero at infinity. Following Rosenthal [4] , we also define M\(G), the space of A-measures: these are the measures p such that for each 6 > 0, there exists p > 2 such that H = {7; 7 G G, \p("i)\ > S} is a Ap set (i.e. the Lp and the Lx norms are equivalent on the linear span of the characters in H). Note that
One can define the corresponding order ideals of operators on Lx(G) via the above representation.
Recall that an operator T: Lx(G) -► Li(O) is said to be a completely continuous operator or a Dunford-Pettis operator (resp. an Enflo operator) if T(Ball(Loo(G))) is norm compact (resp. if there exists a subspace X of Lx(G), isomorphic to Lx, such that T \x is an isomorphism). It is well known [4] that a convolution operator TM on Lx(G) is Dunford-Pettis if and only if p G Mo(G) and T^ is a non-Enflo operator whenever p G M\(G). In the following, we shall prove that the random analogues to these properties do not hold, and that unlike the representable and the Kalton operators, there is no ideal in M(G) which can characterize the Dunford-Pettis and the non-Enflo operators.
We shall need the following fact [1] : If (Xn) is a sequence of mean zero Bernoulli random variables on a probability space (fi, 7, P) then (*) £* > A < e -2\2/r for each 0 < A < m/2.
LEMMA. For each m, there exists a nonnegligible set Am in { -1, l}m such that I fA xdX\ < 2^fm-2~ml2 for each character \ of {0, l}m which is not the identity.
PROOF. Let {\k\ l < k < 2m} be an enumeration of the characters. For each k, write \k = Xb1 ~ Xb2, where B\ is the complement of B\, and let {£*; 1 < j < 2m_1} be an enumeration for the elements of each set B\ (i = 1, 2).
Define now, on the probability space of the subsets of {0, l}m (which can be identified with {0, l}2m), the following Bernoulli random variables: from which follows that T is not a Dunford-Pettis operator. Moreover, if 7 is the r7-field generated by {Bm;m G N} and if we let S be the operator T restricted to Li[G, 7\, one can easily see that the random measures V(Xl,X2,...) associated to S are Dirac measures, which implies that S is a Kalton operator and that T is an Enflo operator.
COROLLARY. There is no subset B and M(G) such that the ideal of DunfordPettis operators (or the non-Enflo operators) is equal to Zb(Lx(G)).
PROOF. If there exists such a B for the Dunford-Pettis operators (resp. nonEnflo operators) then by considering convolution operators we must have Mo(G) Ç B (resp. Ma(G) Ç B). But the above example shows the existence of an Enflo operator T such that the corresponding random measures belong to Mo(G) and hence to B, which is a contradiction.
REMARK. There exists a Dunford-Pettis operator on Lx of a group G such that none of the random measures associated to it belongs to Mo(G). For that, it is enough to take G = finí-1' l}*0'1}" and, for each s in {0, l}n, let A" = {y G {-1, l}*0'1}"; y(s) = 1} and vsn = 2pJ\n (the restriction of the Haar measure p,n of {-1,1}*0-1'" on the set An). We leave it to the reader to check that the operator T:Li(G) -> Muni0'1)"} associated to the random measure ^n"{°, 1}" ~* M(G) defined by v(xx,x2,...) -®n v*n verifies the claimed properties.
